SIN EATERS AND OTHER WEIRD SHIT
Before we started dying in hospitals, death used to be a normal,
in-home activity that would happen as often as eating and drinking.
These days when we have a friend or family member pass away, we
usually drink and eat to comfort the living, and not worry about what is
goin on with the dead.
Let’s rewind back to England, in the Victorian Era. (1837-1901 ish). Life
expectancy is 40 years old, at the most. Women take pride in the fact
that they don’t know how their own bodies, let alone childbirth, actually
works. Sexism was alive and rampant, the monarchy was thriving,
religion was at the forefront of everything. 1845, the Irish Potato Famine
started. 1851 was the first World’s Fair (callback!!!). In 1867, Alexander
Graham Bell patented the telephone. In 1889, education was mandatory
for any child under the age of 10. The religious climate was STEEP, and if
you weren’t a god fearing christian there was something wrong with
you.
England was making MOVES, bitch.
Say your grandma hasn’t been feeling very well lately. Hasn’t been on
her shit, starting to slow down, won’t eat or drink anymore. She lived a
great life! Barely ever sinned, had a husband, kept her home, had a
football team’s worth of kids, did everything a woman was supposed to
do. Grandma dies. Bummer. So what do you and your family do?
Corpse cake. This practice goes back to the middle ages in Central
Europe and Germany. By leaving rising pastry dough on the linen
covered body of grandma, corpse cakes were believed to absorb the
best qualities of the dead, which were passed on to you and your family
as you ate.
Sounds good, right? Just eat a cake that was chillin on grandma’s dead
body and absorb all of her best powers. But what about dead people
that weren’t as blessed as grandma? The ones that lead lives of greed,

gluttony, envy and pride? There’s only one options for those sinful
motherfuckers.
Call the SIN EATERS.
● Sin eaters appeared in Wales and England as far back as the 17th
century
● Went against the wishes of the church
● called in to relieve the deceased of any sins they might be carrying
with them into death
● Bread placed on the chest of the laid-out body sucked up the sins
of the dead
○ clearing them for passage to heaven
● Once the sins had been captured, the sin eater sat on a stool
facing the door and ate the bread, taking on the sins as his own,
washing them down with a wooden bowl of ale
Who were sin eaters?
- homeless wanderers that kept moving through the countryside
- Try not to be caught and executed by church officials
- Sin eaters were chastised in the community. They were
avoided at all costs by the public
- during the sin-eating ritual they were barely tolerated
- when the sin eater’s meal was complete, mourners
kicked, punched, and otherwise abused him right out
the door
- This kept the vulgar contents of his belly from
contaminating the house
- They were often expected to attend funerals and wakes
when notified of a local death
- Sin eaters only made the equivalent of a few dollars for their
efforts

Where the fuck did this come from?????
- a medieval custom that may have developed into sin eating;
before a funeral, nobles once gave food to the poor in exchange
for prayers on behalf of the recently deceased.
- Protestant practice may have used sin eating to regain the lost
sacraments from its Catholic roots. In fact, many sin eaters
listened to confessions from grieving families.

So that’s weird. Glad we don’t do that anymore.
So you’re still the same person. Grandma is long gone, a sin-eater was at
a recent funeral you went to and you got to beat the shit out of him. It
was a great time for the whole family. But say you got a headache, or
you aren’t feeling too great lately. Well:

WELCOME TO SIERRA’S MEDICINAL MEDICINE SHOP!
We cure what ails ya! Maybe!
internal bleeding:
- Egyptian mummy, which was crumbled into tinctures
Achy muscles:
- Rub human fat on it
Headache:
- Ground up skull
Bleeding:
- A mixture of human skull and chocolate
Depression:
- “The Kings drops”: a mix of human skull and alcohol
Weakness:
- Fresh blood from someone who is stronger and better than you
(the warmer the better)
- If you want it cooked, a 1679 recipe from a Franciscan apothecary
describes how to make it into marmalade
Nosebleeds:
- the toupee of moss that grew over a buried skull, called Usnea
Epilepsy:
- mix the skull of a young woman with molasses
Birthing pains?
- Place skin around the area
Want to paralyze someone??
- Try our Theives Candle, which is made out of human fat!

pain, inflammation, rabies, joint problems, and scars?
- Man’s great (human fat)
We also have WINE!
- the body of a human, specifically a young, flawless, red-head was
used. Their flesh was chopped up and mixed with aloe and myrrh,
then mashed and cured
On the go with some internal bleeding?
- We offer tinctures, made to treat internal bleeding by soaking
mummified bodies in alcohol or vinegar

